Abstract-We present an analysis of the optical response of lumped-element kinetic-inductance detector arrays, based on the NIKA2 1 mm array. This array has a dual-polarization sensitive Hilbert inductor for directly absorbing incident photons. We present the optical response calculated from a transmission line model, simulated with HFSS and measured using a Fourier transform spectrometer. We have estimated the energy absorbed by individual component of a pixel, such as the inductor. The difference between the absorption efficiencies is expected to be 20% from the simulations. The Fourier-transform spectroscopy measurement, performed on the actual NIKA2 arrays, validates our simulations. We discuss several possible ways to increase the absorption efficiency. This analysis can be used for optimization of the focal plane layout and can be extended to other kinetic inductance detector array designs in millimeter, submillimeter, and terahertz frequency bands.
erty. KIDs are based on superconducting microresonators [11] , coupled capacitively or inductively to a feedline for frequency multiplexing. When the energy of incident photon is larger than the superconducting gap (hν > 2Δ), the Cooper pairs are broken and quasi-particles are generated. This increases the kinetic inductance and the loss in the superconductor. The increased kinetic inductance shifts the resonance frequency and the increased loss decreases the resonance dip. Both can be read out from the resonance curve. Using a single feedline, hundreds or even thousands of KIDs can be read out simultaneously.
In the millimeter and terahertz fields, there are mainly two kinds of KIDs, the distributed and lumped-element ones [11] [12] [13] . Distributed KIDs have distributed capacitance and inductance in the form of a section of a planar transmission line with a resonant frequency dependent on the length. The length of the waveguide determines the resonance frequency. Usually a resonant on-chip antenna is designed at the end of the resonator. The lumped-element KID (LEKID) [14] consists of a lumpedelement inductor and capacitor, which separates the photonsensitive part, the inductor, and the frequency-tuning part, the capacitor. This separation allows more flexible design for the inductor. The inductor can be located after a horn for coupling signal [15] , [16] , utilizing the well-studied optical response of horn. The inductor can also be designed to absorb the free-space electromagnetic wave directly without any antenna [14] . In this paper, the analysis is based on this bare LEKID design.
To improve the sensitivity of KIDs, it is necessary to evaluate and maximize the amount of energy absorbed by the inductor. For distributed KIDs, the responsivity depends on the current distribution along the planar transmission line [17] . It can be improved by using a hybrid structure with a high-T c superconductor to restrict the photons to be absorbed in the mostsensitive part [18] . For horn-coupled LEKIDs, only the inductor part is irradiated and the optical coupling is simply determined by the impedance matching between the inductor and incident wave [16] . Roesch et al. [19] have investigated the optical response of a bare LEKIDs array in the 2 mm atmospheric band. In their model, the array consists of a set of periodic pixels only, and the readout line is not considered. The absorption efficiency is calculated from the return loss measured using a vector network analyzer. In their analysis the simulation and measurement matched well, however, the connection between the measured response of KID and the absorption in the pixel is missing.
In this paper, we demonstrate a thorough electromagnetic simulation analysis of a bare LEKID array, such as used in the NIKA2 instrument [5] . The energy absorbed in the inductor and in other components are separated using the Surface Loss function in the Field Calculator of HFSS [20] . The simulation results are compared to measurements using a Fourier transform spectrometry (FTS). We find that the LEKID array has a large difference of absorption efficiency for the two incident polarizations. Several configurations are simulated for understanding the absorption in the different components of the pixel. This analysis can be used for optimization of the design of the focal plane components of LEKID arrays. Extending the analysis to other KID designs is also possible.
II. ARRAY LAYOUT
The NIKA2 1 mm LEKIDs array [5] (see Fig. 1 ) is simulated and measured in this paper. This array consists of 1140 pixels read out by eight microstrip feedlines. The size of the array is a circle with radius of 40 mm corresponding to a 6.5' field-ofview on the Institut de RadioAstronomie Millimetrique (IRAM) 30-m telescope. The pixel pitch size and the inductor size are 2 × 2 mm 2 and 1.6 × 1.5 mm 2 , respectively. Each pixel has the same inductor design with different capacitor finger lengths for different designed resonance frequencies. The back of the wafer is covered with 200 nm thick aluminium, and acts at the same time as the ground plane for the MS readout feedline and as the backshort to optimize the optical coupling.
This array uses the bare LEKID design, which has no antenna structure on the focal plane. The incident light illuminates the array directly. The detection band of the LEKIDs is determined by the backshort distance, which is the thickness of the silicon substrate. The band central frequency (wavelength) is designed to be 260 GHz (1.15 mm), the central frequency of the 1 mm atmospheric window. The backshort is designed to be 3λ Si /4 = 250 μm, where the wavelength in silicon λ Si = λ/ √ r = 333 μm, the wavelength in free space λ = 1.15 mm, and the relative permittivity of silicon r = 11.9. The bandwidth is expected from 230 to 290 GHz, limited by the 3λ/4 backshort distance. Using a λ/4 backshort will increase the bandwidth to fill the entire 1 mm atmospheric window. The inductor is designed with a 3rd-order Hilbert curve [21] for dual-polarization sensitivity. The inductor width and the line spacing are designed as s = 4 μm and w = 240μm, respectively, shown in Fig. 1(d) . Since the wavelength is much larger than the structure, the inductor can be roughly modeled as a sheet impedance Z KID . The optical coupling can be modeled using the transmission line model [22] , shown in Fig. 1(c) . The impedance of the backshort can be expressed as follows:
where β = 2π/λ Si and l is the backshort distance (250 μm). The effective impedance of the KIDs together with the backshort is as follows:
Assuming the reactance is zero, the impedance of KID is as follows:
Then the absorption efficiency is calculated as follows:
where the vacuum impedance Z 0 = 377 Ω. Given the sheet resistance R = 1.6 Ω/ of the used 20 nm aluminium film, Z KID = 96 Ω and the maximum absorption is 64.7% at the band center. This is only a simple estimation for the absorption efficiency. Actually, away from the band center, the absorption efficiency largely depends on the reactance of Z KID , which is usually not zero and difficult to be evaluated analytically. Therefore, we use electromagnetic simulation as a useful tool for focal plane array design.
III. SIMULATION METHOD
For a bare LEKID array, the pixels are arranged repeatedly on the focal plane and the differences of capacitor finger lengths are relatively small compared to the wavelength. Therefore, the full array can effectively be approximated as a single pixel with periodic boundary conditions. This method dramatically decreases the simulation time and enables the analysis of the optical response of the array. All simulations presented in this paper are simulated in HFSS [20] .
The pixel is built with a 20 nm thick structure, which is the smallest size in our model. All the metal structures are assigned as either impedance boundaries of 1.6 Ω/ or perfect electric conductor (PEC), depending on the configurations we are considering. The 200 nm Al backshort is simplified as a PEC boundary assigned to the backside of the substrate, since the absorption efficiency is negligible due to the impedance mismatch. The only excitation port is Port 1, located on top of the model. The four sides of the model are assigned as periodic boundaries [see Fig. 2(a) ]. In our instrument, the incident direction of the focused radiation is perpendicular to the focal plane for all positions, due to our telecentric lens system design [5] . This is similar to a plane wave illumination. In the model, a Floquet port is assigned to Port 1 for exciting plane waves. Considering the simulating frequency from 150 to 350 GHz, 18 modes are included in the analysis. Two TEM modes, TE 00 and TM 00 with y and x-axis polarizations, respectively, are simulated as the incident signal.
The absorption efficiency in the pixel is calculated as follows:
where S11 are the return losses.
A. Absorption Efficiency Calculation Using Surface Loss
The absorption efficiency calculated using (5) includes the energy absorbed by all components. However, the most sensitive part of a LEKID is the inductor, where the created quasi-particles give rise to the change of readout signal. To extract the energy absorbed by this individual component, we use the surface loss density function in the field calculator. The surface loss density is calculated as follows:
where P is the Poynting vector and n is the vector normal to the surface. The surface loss is then calculated by integration of the surface loss density over all surfaces of a component as follows:
The absorption efficiency calculated from surface loss, AE SL , is given by AE SL = surface loss incident power (8) where the incident power is known. In the simulation, the pixel is geometrically separated into four components: the inductor, capacitor, frame, and readout line. Each component has a defined thickness (20 nm). This analysis allows to evaluate the absorption efficiency in each component. The difference between the absorption efficiency calculated from S11 and surface loss is negligible and discussed in Section IV-A
IV. SIMULATION AND MEASUREMENT OF LEKID ARRAY

A. Absorption of NIKA2 1mm Array
In this section, the surfaces of all components of pixel are assigned with an impedance boundary in the simulation. The simulated S-parameters are shown in Fig. 2(b) and (c) for incident polarization 1 and 2, respectively. For the clarity of the discussion, only the modes with maximum values larger than −20 dB are considered and plotted.
From the S11 of the dominant mode, the band center is −36−dB at 272 GHz and −17.5 dB at 274 GHz for Pol 1 and Pol 2, respectively. Compared with the design central frequency 260 GHz, there is a 12 GHz difference. Fig. 3 (dashed curves) shows the total absorption in the pixel, as calculated from (5). It has a maximum at 262 GHz for both polarizations, which is consistent with the design. This analysis shows that actually a nonnegligible part of the energy is reflected into higher modes, which are not considered in earlier studies [21] .
The two dominant reflected higher modes are TE 10 and TE −10 for Pol 1, and TE 0−1 and TE 01 for Pol 2. The maximum reflection of all higher modes together is 15.1% and 27.2% for Pol 1 and Pol 2, respectively. The average reflection in band from 230 to 290 GHz of all higher modes is 6.3% and 13.0% for Pol 1 and Pol 2, respectively. A large portion of the reflected higher modes is due to the reflected energy by impedance mismatch, 35.3% at peak calculated using (4). We also find that the electric field distributions of these higher modes for both polarizations are consistent with the geometry of the Hilbert curve. This suggests that part of the higher modes is caused by the nonuniformity of the inductor geometry. Compared to the wavelength 1.15 mm, the segment length of 240 μm is quite large (≈ λ/5). Ideally the typical geometry should be much smaller than the wavelength to be treated as a uniform sheet (< λ/10) [23] . However, decreasing the segment length will also decrease the inductor width, resulting in a decrease of array yield and uniformity. For example, if we increase the third-order Hilbert inductor to a fourth order, the inductor width will be around 1 μm, and the total length of the inductor will be 27 cm. To fabricate such long and narrow line is a challenge for the yield of fabrication. Also, this might cause distributed resonating modes coming into the band of interest.
Using the surface loss method mentioned in Section III-A, the absorption efficiency of the individual components are calculated. Fig. 3(a) shows the definition of the four different components. The absorption efficiency calculated from S11 is consistent with the sum of the surface losses of all components (see Fig. 3 ). The maximum difference is 1.0% and 2.3% for Pol 1 and Pol 2, respectively. These small differences could be caused by numerical calculation error and by small overlaps of the surfaces of connections.
The average absorption of all components in the frequency band from 230 to 290 GHz is 73.1% and 50.5% for Pol 1 and Pol 2, respectively. The average in band absorption of the inductor is 61.7% and 41.2% for Pol 1 and Pol 2, respectively. There is about 10% of the energy absorbed by other components than the inductor, for both polarizations. Compared with the calculation using (4), the inductor absorbs 10% more energy for Pol 1 and 10% less energy for Pol 2. This 20% difference of the absorption efficiency in two polarizations was not expected from the transmission line model (4). This difference of absorption efficiency in two polarizations is mainly caused by the readout line and the frame, as we will show in Section V-A. The simulated absorption efficiency are summarized in Table I .
B. FTS Measurements
We compare the results of our simulations to measurements performed on the detector arrays fabricated for the NIKA2 project [24] . To measure the optical response, two arrays are cooled down at 150 mK in the NIKA2 cryostat. A polarizer is placed in front of two arrays to separate two polarizations, Pol 1 and Pol 2. The orientation of the two polarizations with respect to the array are shown in Fig. 2(a) . The optical passband is defined by a 10.15 cm −1 (304 GHz) low-pass filter and Fig. 4 . Simulated absorption efficiency of the inductor for both polarizations (dashed curves) and mean (solid line) and standard deviation (shadow) of the FTS measured responses of the KIDs. The responses are normalized to the maximum of the simulation. The green dotted line is calculated from (4), using Z KID = 96 Ω. The atmospheric transmission is calculated using a simplified model with precipitable water vapor of 1 mm. a 6.55 cm −1 (196 GHz) high-pass filter. 1 The detailed optical setup is introduced in [5] .
The spectral response of the arrays has been characterized using a Fourier Transform Spectrometer (FTS) based on a MartinPuplett Interferometer (MPI) [25] (see Appendix). The FTS uses two blackbody sources, at 77 and 300 K, respectively. The LEKIDs responses are measured using the NIKEL readout system [26] . The raw data is the response of each LEKID versus the position of the moving mirror. Using a Fourier transform, the position is converted to frequency.
We measured one readout line of pixels for each array. Due to the data quality, 86 and 112 pixels are analyzed for Pol 1 and Pol 2, respectively. For this measurement, the maximum displacement of the mirror from the zero path difference position (ZPD) is 22 mm, resulting in a 3.4 GHz frequency resolution. To account for the different blackbody powers emitted by the sources at different frequencies, the results are rescaled applying a 1/ν 2 factor, derived from the Rayleigh-Jeans limit for constant optical throughput versus frequency. The results are then calibrated using the transmission spectra of the two banddefining filters. For simplicity, the data is normalized to the peak of the simulated absorption efficiency of the inductor for each polarization. Finally the mean and standard deviation are plotted in Fig. 4 .
To make the discussion simple, we compare the simulated absorption of the inductor with the FTS measured responses of LEKIDs directly. We assume that the different lengths of the capacitor fingers in the different pixels have no influence on the absorption efficiency, since the finger length is much smaller than the wavelength and the capacitor is not sensitive to the radiation. From the FTS measurements presented in Fig. 4 , we could also conclude that the finger lengths have no obvious influence on the optical response. The quasi-particles generated in the capacitor could change the capacitance or diffuse into the inductor. However, these changes are negligible and we therefore assume that the energy absorbed by other parts than the inductor has no effect on the response of the pixels.
From Fig. 4 , the simulation matches well with the measurement, except for a small offset for both polarizations. This 10 GHz offset between the measurement and simulation can be explained by the measured 260 μm thickness of backshort for both arrays, instead of the 250 μm used in the simulation. The substrates are commercial products with a specification of ±10 μm. After considering this effect, we calculated the average measured response from 220 to 280 GHz (see Table I ) and it matches perfectly with the absorption efficiency of the inductor, discussed in Section IV-A. Using (4), the calculated absorption from the simple model gives a similar maximum with Pol 2, but overestimates the total in-band absorption efficiency. The small standard deviations of the measurement show that all pixels have a similar optical response.
V. FURTHER ANALYSIS
A. Absorption Efficiency by Different Components
To understand the results discussed in Section IV-A, we performed simulations for four configurations by removing individual components of the pixel while keeping everything else the same. Fig. 5(a) shows how the readout line, frame, and capacitor are removed step by step in the simulation models. The average in band absorption efficiency of the inductor only decreases 10% from A to B by removing the readout line for Pol 1. For Pol 2, the absorption efficiency increases 3% from A to B. This indicates that the readout line focuses the electric field to the inductor, when the directions of the readout line and E-field are perpendicular to each other. When the directions are parallel, it reflects a small part of energy, like a metal mesh polarizer.
From B to C, removing the frame does not change the absorption efficiency for Pol 1, but does increases it for Pol 2 by 9%. Also the energy reflected to the higher modes are decreased by 6%. This suggests that the frame, used to decrease the cross talk, give rises to an increase of generation of higher modes for Pol 2. The increased absorption of the inductor in B comes from the absorbed and reflected energy of the frame in C.
From C to D, the capacitor increases the absorption of Pol 1 by 2% and decreases that of Pol 2 by 2%. Therefore, our compact capacitor design does not change the absorption efficiency significantly. For both C and D, the absorption efficiency for Pol 1 and Pol 2 are approximately the same, about 51%. This is consistent with the expectation that the Hilbert curve has similar sensitivity for dual polarizations.
B. Absorption Efficiency With Different Material
In Section V-A, we have noticed that 10% of the energy is absorbed by other components than the inductor. To increase the absorption efficiency of the inductor, lossless material could be used for the readout line and the frame, such as Nb, NbN, and NbTiN. These materials have a high transition temperature corresponding to high gap frequencies (73 GHz/K). When the T c of the superconductor is higher than 4.5 K, it can be considered as a PEC in our frequency range.
In the simulation, the surfaces of the readout line and frame are assigned as PEC while the inductor and the capacitor are still with the impedance boundary used before. It would also be possible to use a high-T c material for the capacitor, but the connection of the inductor and capacitor could be a problem during fabrication. Using high-T c material, the average absorption efficiency in band is increased by 7.4% and 2.6% for Pol 1 and Pol 2, respectively, as shown in Fig. 6 . These increases are consistent with the absorption efficiency of the readout line and frame shown in Fig. 3(b) and (c). We also simulated changing the readout line to high-T c material only. The results have no larger than 2% difference compared with all-Al model. This is consistent with the prediction that the sheet impedance of the wide readout line is much smaller than Z 0 , so that it behaves as a PEC.
VI. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we have presented a detailed analysis of the optical performance of lumped-element kinetic-inductance detector arrays, using the NIKA2 1mm array as a test case. Our analysis shows that whereas a transmission line model gives a reasonable estimate of the absorption at the frequency band center, it overestimates the band-integrated optical absorption. For a Hilbert-type pixel, numerical simulations using HFSS show a significant difference in the absorption efficiency for the two polarizations, due to the anisotropic scattering off the readout line, and stress the importance of scattering to higher-order reflection modes. The detailed frequency response is validated by FTS measurements performed on the actual NIKA2 detector arrays. A detailed analysis of the absorption in different elements of the pixels show that most radiation is absorbed in the sensitive inductor part, but an improvement of 7% can still be made by changing the frame of the pixel to a nonabsorbing (high-T c ) Fig. 7 . Setup of our MPI. 300 K and 77 K blackbodies are used as hot and cold sources, respectively. Two polarizations can be measured by changing the direction of the input and output wire grids.
material. Further improvements can be made by increasing the sheet impedance of the inductor line by decreasing the linewidth or the filling factor. By changing the geometry to a λ/4 back short, the frequency bandwidth can still be doubled. This way, a detector array that is fully optimized for continuum detection in the 1mm atmospheric window comes into reach.
APPENDIX MPI
The MPI working principle is analog to that of the Michelson interferometer: an input optical signal is split in two arms, one fixed and one of variable length. This introduces an optical path difference between the light travelling on the two arms that, once recombined, will undergo an interference, which depends on its frequency and on the length of the moving arm. This effect forms our interferogram, whose Fourier transform makes it possible to measure the absorbed power as a function of frequency.
In practice, an MPI is based on wire grid polarizers, shown in Fig. 7 . At the input, a first polarizer is mounted at 45
• inclination between two blackbody sources at different temperatures, T 1 and T 2 . This signal then reaches the central polarizer, where it is split in the two different arms. The mirrors at the end of the arms are roof top mirrors, introducing a 90
• shift in the polarization of the signal. Thus, when reaching once more the central polarizer, the polarization that was reflected at the first interaction is now transmitted, and vice versa. The output signal is the sum of this two polarizations. A last wire grid on the output of the MPI makes it possible to detect the interferogram. One can show that, using the appropriate inclination of the various wire grids, the expected signal after the output wire grid is given by where P ν (δx) is the amount of output power at frequency ν when the moving mirror is at a distance δx from the ZPD position, and B ν (T ) is the brilliance of a blackbody at temperature T . The first term can be removed by making the first wire grid rotate around its axis and applying a lock-in technique to get the LEKID signal. The observed interferogram, I(δx), will be given by
I(δx) =
ν m a x ν min P ν (δx)A ν dν (10) where A ν is the absorption of the considered LEKID. The Fourier transform is applied to the interferogram to finally get A ν .
The maximum displacement of the moving arm, Δx, determines the resolution of the measured spectrum, whereas the smallest step by which the moving mirror can be controlled impacts the maximum detectable frequency. In our system, we usually span about 20 mm around the ZPD position, so the resolution is of ∼3 GHz. The resolution of the stepper motor is ∼20 μm, meaning that the spectrum can be measured in principle up to a few THz.
